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Abstract
This paper is devoted to a multi-scale approach for describing the dynamic behaviors of thin-layer
flows on complex topographies. Because the topographic surfaces are generally curved, we introduce
an appropriate coordinate system for describing the flow behaviors in an e cient way. In the present
study, the complex surfaces are supposed to be composed of a finite number of triangle elements.
Due to the unequal orientation of the triangular elements, the distinct flux directions add to the
complexity of solving the Riemann problems at the boundaries of the triangular elements. Hence,
a vertex-centered cell system is introduced for computing the evolution of the physical quantities,
where the cell boundaries lie within the triangles and the conventional Riemann solvers can be
applied. Consequently, there are two mesh scales: the element scale for the local topographic
mapping and the vertex-centered cell scale for the evolution of the physical quantities. The final
scheme is completed by employing the HLL-approach for computing the numerical flux at the
interfaces. Three numerical examples (the Ritter’s solution, the Stoker’s solution and the parabolic
similarity solution) and one application to a large-scale landslide are conducted to examine the
performance of the proposed approach as well as to illustrate its capability in describing the shallow
⇤
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flows on complex topographies.
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1. Introduction
Most geophysical hazardous flows take place over complex topographies. Consider, for example,
the occurrence of avalanches, landslides or debris flows over non-trivial topographies in mountainous
areas. Not surprisingly, there is a strong link between the particular flow path and the geometry
of the underlying basal topography. In addition, these flows are generally “thin” in comparison5
with its extension in its tangential direction, so that the term “shallow flow” is employed here to
characterize thin flows on curved surfaces. For this type of flows, it is customary to make use
of the incompressibility with shallowness assumption to asymptotically derive reduced models for
the evolution of the depth averaged velocity and the thickness of the flow. Conventionally, these
models are given in Cartesian coordinates and reduced through depth-integration process, where10
the topography is added on the horizontal plane. As the depth-averaged models generally employ
the shallowness assumption, in which the computed velocities are parallel to the corresponding
coordinate axes instead of the exact basal surface, a high variation in topography leads to significant
deviation in representing the depth-averaged velocity. To overcome this shortcoming, [1] first applied
a 2D curvilinear coordinate system aligned with the curved bed for modeling granular flows. This15
2D curvilinear coordinate system is extended to 3D by introducing a simple reference surface curved
in the down-slope direction, and the complex topography is described by superposing a shallow basal
topography on it [2, 3, 4, 5]. Although the concept of simple curved reference plane has been widely
adopted, it su↵ers from the limitation of the predefined unique down-slope direction of the simple
curved reference surface, especially in its application to snaking canyon terrain. Pudasaini and20
Hutter [6] improved it by imposing a curved and twisted coordinate system, in which the thalweg
coincides with the projection of the master curve on the reference surface. However, it is not free
from the challenge of thalweg splitting/merging in a complex canyon terrain.
Bouchut and Westdickenberg [7] proposed shallow water equations in a general coordinate sys-
tem, which does not only fix the drawback of the above constrains (either the unique down-slope di-25
rection or single thalweg) but also points out the way in modeling shallow flows over non-trivial topo-
graphic surfaces. Following [7] and integrating its concept with the unified coordinate method [8, 9],
2
a non-conventional approach is proposed for geophysical mass flows. The non-conventional approach
simplifies the complicate computation caused by the Christo↵el symbols in the model equations [10]
and allows the topography variation caused by erosion or deposition [11, 12]. With this non-30
conventional description, an application to real event of large scale is illustrated in [13]. Recently,
the single-phase model employed in [13] has been extended to the two-phase approach [14], in which
the phase separation and sediment-concentrated snout can be well reproduced. Taking into account
the non-hydrostatic (excess) pore-water pressure for the fluid constituent [15, 16] and hypoplastic
intergranular stress, Heß et al. [17] amended two additional fields and proposed the model equations35
in the general coordinate system.
The above mentioned models are mainly hyperbolic and finite volume methods are often used for
their numerical approximation. In general, the approximation strategies are structured as follows:
• Construction of a global coordinate system, relying on the assumption that the surface de-
scription can be defined analytically;40
• Representation of the conservative laws, relative to the global coordinate system;
• Reduction of the model equations with shallowness assumption and scaling analysis;
• Representation of the surface with a finite number of elements;
• Approximation of the reduced model using the discrete surface.
In the context of engineering applications, it is presumptuous to expect that an analytical formu-45
lation of the ground surface is attainable. However, from data provided by geographic information
systems (GIS), one can casually extract a discrete description of the surfaces that drive thin flows.
As a result, it is more practical to use this discrete description as the starting point of the resolution
strategy, and this is the kind of approach that will be adopted in this work. Subsequently, we will
locally define two mesh scales: the element scale and the cell scale. The discrete mapping and the50
reduced model are both defined at the element scale, and the average values that evolve in time are
defined at the cell scale [18, 19].
In section 2, we present the model, which is divided into 6 subsections, from the “local element
scale parameterization” to the “final scheme for weakly sheared shallow flows”. Next, the developed
strategy is validated in Section 3 and applied to a real event by back-calculating the plausible flow55
process, Section 4. And the concluding remarks are given in the last section.
3
2. Discrete Sub-Scale Model and Reduction



















being z = b(x) the equation defining the basal surface. Unfortunately, this analytical description is





Ee '   ,
where Ee ⌘
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exi, exj , exk
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(a) Triangular surface element: Ee (b) Dual cell construction
Figure 1: Element Ee, cell Ci and the sub-cell Cei associated to the cell Ci and the element Ee.
This strategy for the representation of the basal surface is similar to the one used in [20],
but therein the numerical strategy considers the control volumes to be the triangles (cell-centered
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approach). Instead, in this work we make use of dual cells in a vertex-centered formulation. For
each element Ee, three sub-cells can be obtained by connecting the centroid of the element’s face
with the midpoints of the edges, as depicted in Figure 1a. Thus, by using the element scale, the cell
scale is obtained from the union of the sub-cells associated to the mesh vertex and its neighboring





Although the cell Ci is made of planar surfaces, it is generally non-planar so that we can estimate
an approximate curvature to be used for numerical purposes; an example of non-planar dual cells
in the one-dimensional case is shown in Figure 2. Also note that the element Ee can be written as60




xi xij xj xjk xk
 
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Figure 2: One-dimensional representation of non-planar dual cells.
2.1. Local Element Scale Parametrization
On each triangular surface, we introduce a local system of coordinates e⇠ ⌘ e⇠
e
; in what follows,
we use e⇠ instead of e⇠
e




























Figure 3: Two-dimensional representation of non-planar dual cells.












In (1a), we have purposely introduced ex once more to point out the di↵erence between it and ex,
i.e., the latter refers to the Cartesian coordinates in the three-dimensional space and the former to
a point on the topographic surface. The basal surface on an element E is defined as
b (x) = bi+(bj   bi)⇤j(x) + (bk   bi)⇤k(x),
being ⇤m(x) (linear) barycentric coordinate functions on the Cartesian coordinates. For instance,
⇤i(x) = 1  ⇤j(x)  ⇤k(x) with
⇤j(x) =
[(ey(x)  eyi)⇥ (eyk   eyi)] · bez
[(eyj   eyi)⇥ (eyk   eyi)] · bez
, ⇤k(x) =
[(ey(x)  eyi)⇥ (eyj   eyi)] · bez
[(eyk   eyi)⇥ (eyj   eyi)] · bez
,
where (bex,bey,bez) is the standard Cartesian basis (in R3) and ey the Cartesian coordinates projected
on the plane z = 0, as defined in (1).
Now, the local basis associated to an element is defined by the vectors g⇠, g⌘ and g⇣ , where










= ⇠ g⇠ + ⌘ g⌘ + ⇣ g⇣ . (2)
The term ⇣ can be regarded as the distance above the basal surface; on the basal surface itself,
⇣ = ⇣e = 0. The vectors g⇠, g⌘ and g⇣ are the covariant ones associated to the transformation. As
these local vectors are constant, we have
g⇠ = @⇠ex, g⌘ = @⌘ex and g⇣ = @⇣ex,







= (g⇠ ⇥ g⌘) · g⇣ . (3)
This transformation is compatible with the ones proposed in [7, 21], with the simplification that
the current transformation is locally linear. As a consequence, the Jacobian and transformation
matrices are constant. Indeed, simple calculations show that
@
@e⇠


















with c = 1/
p
1 + k@xbk2, s = c@xb and 1cs
t


































where they follow the relations gn · gp =  np with  np being the Kronecker delta.65
We now have the choice to use hereafter either the matrices and sub-matrices of the transfor-
mation (as in [7]) or the covariant and contravariant vectors (as was partially the case in [12]). For
simplicity of the formulation, we subsequently employ the covariant and contravariant vectors and
assume that the basal surface does not change with time. Then, for any vector u, the divergence
rex ·u in the Cartesian coordinates takes the following form with curvilinear coordinates:


















Moreover, for any symmetric tensor fieldP and a linear transformation (see, for instance, [7, Lemma
3.1, page 28]), we have



































· n deSe⇠ =
Z
@⌦
ju · en deSe⇠ , (4)
for the vector u, and Z
⌦
re⇠ · (jPk) de⇠ =
Z
@⌦
jP en deSe⇠ , (5)
for the tensor P, where the relation en deSe⇠ ⌘ k n deSe⇠ is carefully detailed in Appendix A.1.
2.2. Local Numerical Model
In order to use the most suitable reduced model for each element, it is desirable to also formulate
the velocity field in the covariant and contravariant vectors, i.e.,
u = uxbex + uybey + uzbez = u⇠g⇠ + u⌘g⌘ + u⇣g⇣ = u⇠g⇠ + u⌘g⌘ + u⇣g⇣ ,
for which one can notice that u⇠ = u · g⇠, u⌘ = u · g⌘ and u⇣ = u · g⇣ . In the local frame, the mass















































(p+ ⇢g (z   z0) )i ⌧
⇤
is a symmetric tensor representing the generalized stress tensor
containing the gravity and ⇢ is the fluid density. These equations are in conservative form and are
therefore suitable for finite volume approximations.70
The considered flow is a free surface flow and we assume that the on the sub-cell Cei , it has a
height he(t,⇠) in the direction g⇣ . The integration of system (6) over the local volume Vei (t,e⇠) =[
⇠
Cei (⇠)⇥ [0, he(t,⇠)] yields
Z
@Vei

















uu · en +Pen
 
d  = 0 , (8)
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being @Vei the boundary of the volume Vei . This boundary can be decomposed into four entities
associated to the basal surface, to the free surface, to interactions with the other two neighboring
cells, and to the boundary @e of the element e. This translates to
@Vei =
⇣S
⇠ Cei (⇠)⇥ {0}
⌘S⇣S
















@Cei \ @e⇥ [0, he(t,⇠)]
1
A ,
where # (i, e) is the sub-set of cells neighbors to the cell i and associated to the element e. Let us
now turn our attention to the surface integrals over this boundary.75
Integrals associated to the basal surface: ⇣ = 0.
The normal vector at the basal surface is simply defined as end  =  g⇣d⇠ . Then, the integrals over
Cei (⇠)⇥ {0} become
Z
Cei (⇠)⇥{0}



















Integrals associated to the free surface: ⇣ = he(t,⇠).
The normal vector at the free surface is such that end  = nd⇠ , with n = g⇣   @⇠heg⇠   @⌘heg⌘ (we
refer the reader to Appendix A.1 for more details regarding n). The kinematic boundary condition
at the free surface can be written as
@th
e = n ·u.
Then, we arrive at Z
Cei (⇠)⇥{he}
























Note that the contribution of the integral following the equal sign in equation (12) will cancel out
the contribution associated to the second term of equation (8).80
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Integrals associated to the interactions with the neighbor cells.
Let us recall that # (i, e) is the sub-set of cells neighbors to the cell i and associated to the element
















j (u ⌦u +P) en d⇣dè, (14)
where en is the outward normal vector (see Figure 1b), later formulated in the covariant basis (refer
to Appendix A.1).85
After having obtained proper expressions for the surface integrals, we are now able to continue
deriving the discrete model. On this account, let us first introduce the sub-scale variables h
e
i and























































































j (u ⌦u +P) en d⇣dè.
(16)
Note that these sub-scale equations contain locally averaged and fluctuating quantities. More-
over, we want to define the numerical scheme for quantities at the scale of the cell. For this, we
wish to recall that each cell Ci has been defined as the union of non-overlapping cells Cei , as shown
in Figure 1b. Consequently, the average on Ci can be obtained by summing equation (15) over the
neighboring elements of Ci, and separately, by summing equation (16) in a similar way. In other
10
































































j (u ⌦u +P) en d⇣dè,
(17)























i the total area of the cell Ci. It is noticed that the internal flux exchanges vanish














j (u ⌦u +P) en d⇣dè= 0 . (18)

























































In the previous definitions, w = w + w0 is a local state composed of an average state w and its
fluctuation w0.
The discrete model (19) has been obtained under certain assumptions (for instance, sub-cells
are assumed to be flat). However, some of these assumptions can be relaxed without drastically
changing the existing general formulation (19). At this moment, it is important to note that all the90
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components of the velocity are unknown to the discrete model. The evolution of wi will be defined
as soon as the fluxes  w,ei and the source terms S
w,e
i , terms on the right-hand side (RHS) of (19),
are formulated as functions of the wj . A scheme with a reduced stencil is obtained when the flux
is a function of the neighboring cells’ averaged values.
Our aim is to now find a way to formulate the fluxes  w,ei and source terms S
w,e
i as functions of95
the averaged values wj . For a common interface between two adjacent cells, this can be achieved
by the use of Riemann problems associated to an adapted reduced model. Other fluxes will be
defined by means of the boundary conditions, particularly on the basal and free surfaces.
2.3. Shallowness Assumption
& Approximation Associated to Interactions with the Flow Surface100
The shallowness approximations can be applied when the typical flow thickness is much smaller
than the characteristic wavelength. In this context, the asymptotic analysis helps to justify that
pressure is essentially due to the e↵ect of hydrostatic forces [12]. One can then use an approximation
constructed so that the pressure at the flow surface is identically zero, namely
p '  ⇢gc (⇣   h (t,⇠) )
with c = g⇣ · bez. This relation indicates the assumption that the curvature e↵ect is negligible, and
it is consistent with the fact that the basal surface is locally a flat triangle. However, as we can
associate an approximated curvature at each vertex of the triangle, we can also add curvature e↵ect
as in the reference [22], so that
p/⇢ '   (b + gc)
 
⇣   h (t,⇠)
 
with b = c : (bu ⌦ bu) ,
where c is an approximated curvature tensor and b = g⇠ ⌦ g⇠ + g⌘ ⌦ g⌘ is the projection on the
tangent plane to the basal surface. On the other hand, with the considered mapping, we locally
have
z   z0 = b (x) + c⇣ with b (x) = b (x (⇠) ) = bi   z0 + ez (⇠) ,
where ez (⇠) = ⇠ g⇠ · bez + ⌘ g⌘ · bez. Then the generalized stress tensor P is approximated by
P =
⇣
p/⇢+ g (z   z0)
⌘
i   ⌧ /⇢ '
⇣
g (ch+ b)  b (⇣   h)
⌘
i   ⌧ /⇢ . (20)
At the flow surface (⇣ = h), the stress tensor can be simplified as follows:
(P)⇣=h ' g (ch+ b)i   ⌧ /⇢ . (21)
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Then, the component of the stress flux associated to the free surface isotropic pressure ⇢g (ch+ b)




































































































































Here, we have used the fact that the normal vector is constant on the interface @Vei \ @Vej that
contains @Cei \ @Cej . By using this decomposition, we artificially separate the contribution of the
free flow surface into several components. Usually, the first integral on the right-hand side of (22)
is approximated as a lateral flow in the hyperbolic framework. The third to the last integrals of
the same RHS will be considered as source terms. In fact, the coherence of all of these di↵erent
approximations is one of the goals of the well-balanced schemes [23]. The contribution of the second
integral, associated to interactions in the cell itself, will be canceled out at the cell level according to
conservation considerations. Therefore, this contribution can be safely ignored at this scale. Note
































jef (w) en d⇣dè'
Z
@Cei \@Cej



























According to the previous simplifications, the flux  w,eij is then decomposed into a hyperbolic




































A = (jen · g⇠)f (w) + (jen · g⌘)g (w) ,


























2.4. Riemann Problem at the Interface Scale
We proceed to describe how the numerical flux  eij is computed as a function of the intermediate
state weij , solution of an appropriate Riemann problem. The flux  
e (n,w) is a linear function of













Refer to Appendix A.2 for the definitions of the cell interface normal vectors neij on a flat triangular
element. Now, in order to obtain an approximation of the above flux, let us consider the following










wl, if n < 0
wr, if n > 0
, (25)
where n is the coordinate associated to the direction n. This system is hyperbolic and the eigenvalues
(assuming b constant) are   = u ·n,   = u ·n 
p
(gc+ b)h and   = u ·n+
p
(gc+ b)h . Then,







[  (n,wl) +  (n,wr) + |A| (wl  wr)] ,
being A ' @
@w
  (n,w) an approximated Jacobian. For this form, one of the simplest approxi-






i . For an HLL-type




Sr  (n,wl)  Sl  (n,wr)  SlSr (wl  wr)
Sr   Sl
,
where Sl and Sr are the maximum wave speeds traveling to the left and right, respectively. For the






This approximation of the flux is conservative, i.e., the outward normal vector associated to the
cell Cj at the interface with Ci will be opposite to neij . In other words, neji =  neij , and by simple









Let us mention that the current flux is obtained under the strong assumption that, locally at
the interface, the fluctuating state w is constant in the thin layer and acts like the mean value w.
In order to improve the approximation of the interface flux, interpolations are often employed, via
the MUSCL approach. The MUSCL reconstruction is a purely geometrical interpolation. It is also
possible to proceed with certain physical interpolations that take into account the thin profile of












where wi (⇠ ij , ⇣) = wi +w0i (⇠ ij , ⇣) and wj (⇠ ij , ⇣) = wj +w
0
j (⇠ ij , ⇣). The interface profiles defined105
by w0i and w
0
j must be built under physical considerations. This profiling is inevitable for strongly
sheared flows. In [24, 25, 26], it is proposed to introduce new variables based on the evolution of
the kinetic energy, in order to simplify this construction.



































At this stage of the numerical scheme construction, we still need to derive approximations for the
fluxes and pressure forces on the basal surface, as well as the e↵ect of the topography change, the110
viscosity fluxes.
2.5. Approximation Associated to Interactions with the Basal Surface
We assume here that the basal surface is impermeable so that the velocity component normal
to the bottom is zero, i.e.,
u
⇣
b ⌘ 0 .
For ease of description, the drag forces equilibrium at the basal surface is assumed to be
Pbg












where the last term represents the Coulomb friction law (see, for instance, [27, 3]), with µ the
friction coe cient and p̃b =
 
pb   g⇣ · ⌧ bg⇣
 +
the positive part of the normal stress on the basal
surface. The friction coe cient µ can be interpreted as the ratio between shear and normal stresses;115
µ ' k⌧ k/|p|, see e.g., [28, 29].
In the context of long-wave laminar flows, the shear stress normal to the basal surface is asymp-
totically negligible compared to pb, i.e., pb   g⇣ · ⌧ bg⇣ ' pb, so that the approximate basal pressure










































The first contribution above is a force acting in the normal direction to the bottom; the second
contribution is a force that is tangent to the basal surface. Therefore, putting together the last two

























































being g⇣ = (s, c)t the normal to the basal surface. For triangulated surfaces and according to the






















2g⇣i · (exi   exj)
kexi   exjk2
,
where !ij are positive weights,
X
j2#(i)


























Remark 1. The approximation of ghrexb relies on the approach proposed in [31, 23] and is based
on the hydrostatic reconstructed water depth.
2.6. Final Scheme for Weakly Sheared Flows
We consider the flow to be weakly sheared and assume that the contribution of the flux  ⌧ ,eij
and that of the force at the free surface ⌧n are negligible compared to the other terms. Then, by
17


















(jf (w) ) +
@
@⌘
(jg (w) ) = js (w) , (30)
where f, g and s are defined by the relations (24) and (28). The equation system, (30), (24) and120
(28), is similar to the one proposed in [7] and [12]. However, in this context, this system only
describes a local behavior and there is no need to define a nonsingular global mapping.
3. Numerical Examples
In this section we will propose sevral test cases for validation of the proposed approach, unsing
quasi-1D flows on flat planes. In section 4, the numerical strategy will be applied on a complex
topography. We will always use the 2D meshes even for quasi-1D flows. For all the simulations
performed here, MUSCL reconstruction is used to achieved second order accurecy for smooth so-
lutions. For non-smooth solutions, slope limiters (minmod and van Albada) are used to guarantee
that a maximum principle is satisfied at the discrete level: the total variation is diminishing (TVD).
The stability condition of the explicit scheme is obtained by local estimations of maximum wave
speed ( e) and minimum mesh lenght scale ( `e). Therefore, the time step  t is computed as







In practice, according to the estimation used for di↵erents mesches, cfl = 0.8 always achived
numerical stability of the explicit scheme.125
3.1. Quasi-1D flows on horizontal flat plane : Riemann problems
The Riemann problem (also known as the dam break problem in hydraulics) is an initial value
problem where a stationary flow body is blocked in a channel and is set in motion by suddenly
removing the vertical blocking plate. In this section, we consider a rectangular domain ⌦ = [0, xL]⇥
[0, yL] and a “structured” triangular mesh of 169 ⇤ 57 vertices and 11816 triangular elemnts. Then





hL for 0  x  x0 ,
hR for x0 < x  xL ,
and u(x) = 0.0 for 0  x  xL . (31)
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In (31), x0 = 1.6 m and xL = 4.2 m. The transverse lenght is yL = 1.4 m. The basal surface is
defined by b(x, y) = 0 and there is no basal friction. The boundary conditions are non reflecting in
the x-direction and periodic in the y direction.
Dam break flow : Riterr’s exact solution . The initial condition for the Ritter’s test is defined with
hL = 1.0 m and hR = 0.0 m .
This is an initial condition with a dry-land on the right-hand side. The exact solution is composed
of a left going rarefaction wave that is a concave parabola connecting the constant water depth
hL and the dry zone (hR = 0). This parabola covers the range [xA(t), xB(t)], extending with
xA(t) = x0   t
p
ghL and xB(t) = x0 + 2t
p
ghL. Hence, the evolution of the depth’s distribution
reads (e.g. [32] or [33])










for xA(t) < x < xB(t) ,
0.0 for xB(t)  x ,
(32)
for the flow depth, where the corresponding velocity is linearly distributed in the rarefaction












for xA(t) < x < xB(t) ,
0.0 for xB(t)  x .
(33)
Here we recall that h(x, y, t) is uniformly distributed in the lateral y-direction. The computed depth130
distributions are respectively shown in Fig. 4 at t = 0.0, 0.225 and 0.45 s, where the corresponding
section views along the central line (y = 0.7) are shown in the right panels. In the right panels of
Fig. 4, the blue “⇥” markers denote the computed results and the analytical solutions are depicted
by red lines. The computed results demonstrate the capability of present approach of adequately
describing this dam break problem.135
Dam break flow : Stoker’s exact solution . The initial condition for the Stoker’s test is defined
with
hL = 1.0 m and hR = 0.1 m .
19
Figure 4: The depth evolution in the dry land case — Ritter’s solution.
Then, the exact solution is composed by a left-going rarefaction wave connecting the initial left
depth hL to a constant non-vanishing depth hM by a concave parabola, and at the right end of
the constant depth hM a right-going shock that relates hM and hR. The parabola ranges from
xA(t) = x0   t
p






, and the zone of constant depth lies in
[xB(t), xC(t)]. Position xC(t) denotes the location of the shock wave moving with a constant
velocity ushock. The derivation of this Stoker’s solution is tedious, so we just list the results and









ghL ushock   ghR⇧A = 0




. Once the shock velocity ushock is determined, the thickness
of the bore hM and the value of uM can be determined by the relations ghM = 4u2shock/⇧A, and
uM = (1 hR/hM )ushock, respectively (see e.g. [32]). Hence, for t > 0, the depth distribution reads
20










for xA(t) < x < xB(t) ,
hM for xB(t) < x < xC(t) ,
hR for xC(t)  x ,
(34)
and



















for xB(t) < x < xC(t) ,
0.0 for xC(t)  x
(35)
represents the corresponding velocity distribution.
Figure 5: The depth evolution in the wet land case — Stoker’s solution
Now we compare the computed results and the above analytical solution both for depth and
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velocity, as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. Similar to the illustration in Fig. 4, the red lines
represent the analytical solutions and the computed ones are denoted by blue cross-markers “⇥”.
Figure 6: The velocity distributions in the wet land case — Stoker’s solution
For both dam-break problems considered in this section, the numerical solutions fit well with140
the exact solutions. Mesh convergence has been performed and optimal convergence of first order
is achived for these non smooth exact solutions, even if no special treatment is performed at the
wet-dry moving boundary.
3.2. Quasi-1D flows on inclined flat plane : Parabolic Similarity solution
One particular similarity solution in the one-dimensional case was proposed in [34] and has been
generalized in [35], where a finite mass of granular material slides along a flat plane keeping the
depth distribution in a parabolic shape along the down-slope direction. In this example, a flat
plane with inclination angle ✓c = 35  is considered, on which a local coordinate system O⇠⌘⇣ is
assigned with the ⇠-axis pointing towards the down-slope direction, the ⌘-axis towards the cross-
slope direction and the ⇣-axis pointing upwards normal to the plane. With respect to the multi-scale
approximation proposed in Sect. 2, this inclined flat plane serves as the topography, i.e., z = b(x, y),
over the horizontal xy-plane
b(x, y) = (xR   x) tan ✓c with (x, y) 2 ⌦ .
Here, a rectangular domain ⌦ = [0, 4.2m]⇥ [0, 1.4m] and a “structured” triangular mesh of 169⇤57145
vertices and 11816 triangular elemnts are employed.
In the coordinate system O⇠⌘⇣ , the initial depth is uniform in ⌘-direction and exhibits a parabolic
shape along the down-slope ⇠-direction, namely















where the flow thickness h is measured normal to the plane and h0 = 0.1 m is the maximum depth
located at ⇠ = 0.46. For the initial velocity (u⇠, v⌘) tangential to the flat plane, a linear distribution
of velocity in the down-slope direction is assigned to the moving body, whilst no speed is given in
the lateral direction. That is,











for |⇠   0.46|  0.24 ,
0.0 elsewhere ,
v⌘(⇠, ⌘, t = 0) = 0.0 ,
(37)
where u⇠c = 0.8 m/s is the initial velocity of the center of the parabilic moving mass.
In the computation, the so-called earth-pressure coe cient introduced in [35] is set to be unity,
so that the center of the moving mass slides with velocity
u
center










in which µ is the Coulomb friction coe cient as introduced in (27). As time increases, the moving
body extends with respect to the center symmetrically, keeping the parabolic shape and a linear
distribution for velocity along the down-slope direction (⇠-direction). Since the total mass should150
be conserved, the moving body becomes flatter and flatter as it extends. Figure 7 illustrates the
depth distributions at t = 0.0 and 0.36 s, respectively. The corresponding section views along the
central line (y = 0.7) are shown in the right panels, in which the red lines represent the analytical
solutions and the blue “⇥” markers denote the numerical predictions.
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Figure 7: The depth evolution in the case of the similarity solution.
Dam break flow over wet land — Stoker’s solution155
3.3. Parabolic Similarity Solution
4. Application to Back-Calculation of a Real Event
The proposed method is further applied to back-calculation of a real event, the Hsiaolin landslide,
which took place during the typhoon Morakot in August 2009. Within 72 hours, an abnormal heavy
rainfall of more than 2,000 mm accumulated precipitation triggered a large-scale landslide and the160
subsequent debris flow attached and buried the Hsiaolin village in southern Taiwan. It is reported
that there were more than 470 victims in this event (see e.g. [13, 36]). The post-disaster field
investigation indicates that the major landslide body had an extent of 57 ⇥ 104 m2 with a mean
depth of 42± 3 m (see [37]).
In our application, the computational domain covers an area of 3,700 m ⇥ 2,210 m with 371⇥222165
vertices and 163, 540 triangle elements in total. The applied angle of basal friction is set at 12.5 .
Figure 8 shows the evolution of the flow thickness at sequential time levels, where the dark brown
color indicates the scoured area at the corresponding time level. The mass is released from rest, as
employed in [13] and shown in the panel at t = 0 sec, where the thick red line marks the area of
Hsiaolin village. Approximately at the center of the figure stands a ridge, the 590 Height marked170
by a red star marker, which is capable of protecting the village when the amount of the moving
mass is not too large. At t = 30 sec, the moving mass accumulates in front of the 590 Height and
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Figure 8: Evolution of the flow thickness, where the area covered by the dark brown color indicates the scoured area
at the corresponding time level.
exhibits high flow depth. Due to the abnormally huge volume, part of the moving mass flows over
the hill and towards the village (see the panel at t = 60 sec). One can recognize that there are
approximately three branches: the northern branch, the middle main stream and the southern one.175
At this time level, the debris just touches the village, while the northern and middle ones have
arrived at the river channel. At t = 90 sec, the material slows down and begins to deposit, while
the main stream collects most of the material and only a small part goes through the village. After
25
Figure 9: Velocity distributions of the moving mass at sequential time levels, as shown in Fig. 8.
t = 120 sec, the majority of the material has come to rest, and as a consequence, the distribution
of flow thickness does not significantly change from t = 120 to t = 150 sec.180
The corresponding velocity (speed) distributions with respect to Fig. 8 are illustrated in Fig.
9. At t = 0, the moving mass is released from rest. The 590 Height retards the moving debris, so
that significant velocity reduction can be found behind the ridge, see the the panel for t = 30 sec.
The flow front begins to deposit once it crosses the river channel and touches the river bank (t = 60
sec), while the highest speed reaches 60 m/s. From t = 90 sec to t = 150 sec, the speed generally185
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corresponds to the local slope, and the material at the downstream area comes nearly to rest.
Figure 10: The satllite image taken approximately 5 months after the event.
Figure 11: The computed scoured area. Left: coarse mesh; Right: finer mesh.
Figure 10 is a satellite image taken ca. 5 months after the event, where the bare area approx-
imately depicts the flow paths, including the source scar and deposit area. The right panel of
Fig. 10 illustrates the flow-impacted area during the computation of Fig. 8, and Fig. 11 shows the
flow-covered area computed with finer mesh (double of vertices), where no significant discrepancy190
is recognized. It reveals that the solution converges with mesh-refinement. Comparing the flow
impact area (from t = 0 to t = 150 sec with 6 sec increment) with the satellite image, the computed
results cover a slightly larger area than that in the satellite image. Especially at the northern and
southern flanks of the source area, more mass slides sidewise and over the ridges. This overflow is
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suspected to be caused by the initial condition, in which the whole mass is suddenly released.195
Figure 12: The numerical results at time t = 150 sec with structured triangular mesh. Left: the flow thickness;
Right: Zoom on the mesh.
Figure 13: The numerical results at time t = 150 sec with unstructured triangular mesh (obtained by interpolation).
Left: the flow thickness; Right: Zoom on the mesh.
The present approach is also suitable for unstructured mesh. Figure 12 shows the flow thickness
(left panel) at time t = 150 sec with structured triangular mesh, where the zoomed mesh pattern
is shown in the right panel. The distribution of the flow thickness at t = 150 sec and the employed
unstructured mesh are illustrated in Fig. 13, where the topography and initial depth are obtained
by interpolation with repect to the data used in computation for Figs. 8 and 9. In both Figs. 12200
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and 13, the margin indicates the location of flow thickness of 1 cm. Although discrepancy of the
margin locations can be identified, the distribution of the material are rather similar. In fact, even
if the interpolated topography is globally similar to the initial one, there are locally some di↵erence
that can explain the shifting in the computed wave front. However, the global shapes are similar.
5. Concluding remarks205
In the present study we have proposed a multi-scale approach for describing the dynamic be-
haviors of shallow flows over complex topographies. Since the topographic surface is of non-trivial
geometry, it is always impossible to defined a non singular mapping that fit every where with the
basal surface. Then derivation of a global depth average is questionable. We have proposed a
numerical strategy that can be view as a 3D finite volume approximation of the free surface in-210
compressible Naviers-Stokes equations. Locally there is a single volume in the normal direction to
the basal surface. This dynamic 3D volume is defined by a surface cell fitting with the basal and a
average depth. The cell surface is obtained in the framework of vertex-centered with unstructured
mesh of flat triangles. The depth of the 3D volume is an unknown of the problem. Therefore, depth
average is achieved locally in the numerical approximation. The final numerical scheme is based215
on computations of fluxes according to approximated solution of Riemann problems. For simple
basal surface, we have recover the solution of classical discretization of the Shallow water equations
with optimal rate of convergence to the exact solution. The application to the large-scale event, the
Hsiaolin landslide, shows that the numerical computation reasonably retraces the landslide paths
and deposit, where sound agreements can be identified with respect to the satellite picture and220
in-situ measurement. Unstructured mesh framework had some high potential for engineering appli-
cations as it provide more flexibility in the representation of the topography. In this context, it is
more easy and useful to develop local refinement based on some specific criteria such as curvature
or geological properties.
Although the results have shown the general applicability of the present approach, it should225
be noted that it follows the depth-averaged concept, so that some important e↵ects or phenom-
ena are neglected or still missing. For example, the non-uniform distribution of velocity along
the flow thickness is not taken into account yet. In experiments of geophysical mass flows, either
for dry granular flows or for saturated grain-fluid debris flows where the impact of the viscosity
is significant, the velocity profiles are generally non-uniform [38, 39]. This non-uniformity in-230
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troduces the correction (shape) factor ( 1) induced by the advective terms in the momentum
equations, while the non-unity value of the correction factor will change the characteristic struc-
ture of the equation system ([40]), so that additional treatment is needed. Another issue is the
non-hydrostatic pressure, which could be induced by the non-uniform velocity profile [38, 24, 25],
grain-size-distribution [41], or the so-called enhanced gravity (excess pore fluid pressure induced by235
granular dilatancy) [42, 15, 43, 44, 41]. These neglected phenomena might explain the employment
of a small angle of basal friction in our back-calculation for the Hsiaolin event. And a two-phase
model might be the plausible solution, but more parameters would be needed in the model. As
well, the erosion and deposition should be integrated into the numerical model for a more realistic
scenario, where the determination of the evolution of the mesh system would play the crucial role.240
More e↵orts are requested on these tasks and we will report on the future results in due time.
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In order to derive the finite volume scheme, we need to be able to compute integrals over the
boundary @Vei of the form
Z
Vei
r ·u dex =
Z
@Vei
u ·n dSex and
Z
Vei
r · T dex =
Z
@Vei
Tn dSex , (A.1)
with T = u ⌦u +P. Recall that ex are Cartesian coordinates; n is the outward unit normal vector250
in this system of coordinates and dSex is the surface increment.
In this context, it is more convenient to use a local surface coordinate in the evaluation of the





= ⇠ g⇠ + ⌘ g⌘ + ⇣ g⇣ ,
where g⇠, g⌘ and g⇣ are the basis vectors of the local coordinate and e⇠ = (⇠, ⌘, ⇣)t, so that the
stress tensor reads
T = T⇠⇠ g
⇠ ⌦ g⇠ + T⇠⌘ g⇠ ⌦ g⌘ + T⇠⇣ g⇠ ⌦ g⇣
+ T⌘⇠ g
⌘ ⌦ g⇠ + T⌘⌘ g⌘ ⌦ g⌘ + T⌘⇣ g⌘ ⌦ g⇣
+ T⇣⇠ g
⇣ ⌦ g⇠ + T⇣⌘ g⇣ ⌦ g⌘ + T⇣⇣ g⇣ ⌦ g⇣ .
We also urge the reader to recall that the Jacobian of the transformation is j = (g⇠ ⇥ g⌘) · g⇣ , as
was introduced in (3). Let us now compute the integrals (A.1) on three di↵erent types of surfaces:
basal, flow and side surfaces.
On Basal Surfaces255




= ⇠ g⇠ + ⌘ g⌘. First, for the
continuity equation, we get
Z
Cei


























































where aei = j/6 for the triangular shape of the local element. Then, for the momentum equation,

























= ⇠ g⇠ + ⌘ g⌘ + h (t, ⇠, ⌘) g⇣ . Thus, the
surface integral associated to the continuity equation becomes
Z
Cei












































⇣   @⇠hu⇠   @⌘hu⌘
 
j d⇠d⌘,
where the relations g⇠ = 1j (g⌘ ⇥ g⇣), g
⌘ = 1j (g⇣ ⇥ g⇠) and g
⇣ = g⇣ =
1
j (g⇠ ⇥ g⌘) have appropriately


























= ex0 + ` (↵⇠ g⇠ + ↵⌘ g⌘) + ⇣ g⇣ ,
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with ↵⇠ and ↵⌘ being two constants. Then, the surface integral over @Vei \ @Vem is
Z
@Vei \@Vem


























































g⇠ · en + u⌘g⌘ · en
⌘
d`d⇣ ,
where the normal vector en =  ↵⇠ g⌘+↵⌘ g⇠ = g⌘ ·en g⌘+g⇠ ·en g⇠, with ↵⇠ =  g⌘ ·en and ↵⌘ = g⇠ ·en.
Proceeding in the same way, we get, for any tensor T ,
Z
@Vei \@Vem












g⇠ · enT g⇠ + g⌘ · enT g⌘
 
d`d⇣ .
A.2. Interface Normal Vectors on a Triangular Element
In practice, we have plane surfaces as the normal vectors are constant and formulations with
the covariant vectors are straightforward.260
Let us consider a given element defined by the points exi, exj and exk, oriented as in Figure 14.
In order to obtain a finite volume approximation, we need to be able to define cell interface normal











and the triangle’s centroid
exg =
exi + exj + exk
3
,









































Figure 14: Integrated normal vectors on a triangular element.
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A relation that will be useful to derive simplified expressions for the above mentioned normal vectors
is
(↵⌘g⌘ + ↵⇠g⇠)⇥ g⇣ = 1j (↵⌘g⌘ + ↵⇠g⇠)⇥ (g⇠ ⇥ g⌘)
= 1j (↵⇠g⇠ · g⌘ + ↵⌘g⌘ · g⌘)g⇠  
1
j (↵⌘g⇠ · g⌘ + ↵⇠g⇠ · g⇠)g⌘
= 1j
h




having recalled equation (3). Finally, the normal vectors are formulated in the following way:
neij =  
( 2 g⌘   g⇠)
6
⇥ g⇣ =
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